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APPENDIXF 


PIKA'S RESPONSES TO NRC COMMENTS ON THE FSSR FOR l103A AREA 

1. Survey Unit 25 does not appear to meet the criteria based on the 
information submitted. Please refer to Appendix B2 Static Results page 
21 of 26. In the Tech initial is the measured portion for each spot: 
above the criteria and the average. When added together it is 1.06 
which is greater than the 1.0 criteria. Please explain in detail why 
this area is releasable or perform more decontamination and perform a 
follow up survey. 

Reply: It appears that the data submitted for this Survey unit does 
not support release. PIKA reviewed the calculations and found that 
the instrument was higher than what was used in the 
spreadsheet. An for a different instrument was 
incorrectly entered for 5U25. After the error Nas corrected, thE, 
unity rule calculation came to 0.73, which meets the criterion. 
Appendix B2 and the text will be revised to show the new results. 

2. Not enough detailed information is provided to determine the 
Methodology of determining how instrument alpha efficiency was 
determined for the instrumentation used in the field. Please provide 
the size of alpha source used, the NIST certified value for the source, 
and the calculation to determine alpha efficiency. 

Reply: The efficiencies were determined by a vendor, Ludlum 
Instruments. PIKA obtained the certificates for sources used by 
Lud.lum, and these will be added to Appendix E of the FSSR. The 
method used is as follows. A nominal 2 inch diameter Pu-239 source 
is placed under the detector and a one minute count is taken. The 
result (net of background) is ratioed to the 2 pi source emission 
rate, as certified the source vendor. backscatter was 
ignored, since it is less than a 1.5% correction (per the source 
vendor). Also, do a linearity check over the entire 100cm2 

detector area. They move the source around the detector area, 
looking for non-linearity. If they find a problem, they fail the 
calibration. 

An for one instrument (LMI 2360, 5N 193654) is: 

Source #5282 (Eberline), 2 emission rate: 18,100 ± 541 per 
minute. 

Count rate over source (per Ludlum), 9260 cpm. 

Ratio: 9260/18100 0.51, which is the instrument 

3. It appears from your alpha surveys that you are using a surface 
efficiency of 0.5 for alpha contamination. Per 180-7503 
recommendations, the alpha surface efficiency should be 0.25. The 0.25 
surface efficiency for alpha is in agreement with NUREG01507, 
Minimum Detectable Concentrations with typical Radiation Survey 
Instruments for Various Contaminants and Field Conditions. Please 
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the surface efficiency value used and its basis or adjust all 
of your alpha measurements and reevaluate the survey units. 

A surface efficiency of 0.5 was ied to the instrumenc 
efficiencies, as you noted. After further review, PIKA agrees that 
a surface efficiency of 0.25 is more te for surfaces such 
as concrete walls and floors. For other surfaces, however, we feel 
that a surface efficiency is warranted. II number of survey 
units have a surface of metal siding, which has c.: much smoother 
surface than concrete. This is also true of the smooth steel of the 
storage vaults. NUREG-l507, Table 5.5, presents a surface 

of 0.555 for stainless steel and Th-230, using a ZnS 
detector. This roughly matches our conditions wi.th smooth metal 
surfaces, U-234, -235 and -238 ha similar emissions, and the 
Ludlum 43-93 ZnS scintillation 

activities will be re-calculated for all concrete surface 
survey units and the FSSR will be revised a 

4. The removable surface activity survey did not appear to account for 
a self-absorption factor for counting the . Please justify 
the self-absorption factor of 1.0 or the results of the wipe 
tests and evaluate. 

The wipe test efficiency was determined a spiked f.iber 
, similar to what is used in the field. This was prepared as a 

standard by Eckert & to accura determine the 
of our wipe counter (Ludlum Model 2929). The standard 

rests in an aluminum planchette that is similar to the planchettes 
used in counting the field wipes. PIKA feels that this counting 
standard accurately reflects conditions that could affect results, 

self-absorption. A copy of the source certification w.ill 
be added to Appendix E of the FSSR. 

5. Appendix E does not appear to have the certificates of calibration 
For the instruments used in Appendix B. Please provide these 
certificates. 

There were five instruments used, one tor beta scanning 
(Ludlum Model 2350-1), one for gamma (Ludlum Model 
2221/FIDLER), and three for alpha static measurements (Ludlum Model 
2360). Appendix E will be updated to include cert.ificates of 
calibration for each of these. 
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